Introduction {#s1}
============

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a neurodegenerative disease of the central nervous system (CNS) and is one of the most common CNS diseases in young adults affecting more than 2.5 million people worldwide [@pone.0057655-Alonso1]. MS is a disease of complex aetiology which is believed to be triggered by some yet unconfirmed environmental factors in a genetically predisposed individual. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been particularly successful in identifying genetic variations associated with disease susceptibility [@pone.0057655-InternationalMultipleSclerosisGenetics1]--[@pone.0057655-The2]. To date, 11 GWAS and associated meta-analyses have been carried out to determine genetic susceptibility factors for MS. The most recent MS GWAS conducted by the International MS Genetics Consortium analysed the genomes of 9,722 MS patients against 17,376 healthy controls confirming 24 of the previously identified susceptibility loci and discovering an additional 29 novel susceptibility loci [@pone.0057655-The2]. In GWAS studies, stringent statistical significance levels are applied in order to control for false positive associations. However, such stringent statistical significance levels also mean that true associations of modest effects may be discarded [@pone.0057655-Altshuler1]. To capture additional information from GWAS data, various computational approaches have been used. For example, Baranzini and colleagues [@pone.0057655-Baranzini3] have utilised GWAS data to explore susceptibility pathways relating to MS, while Menon and Farina [@pone.0057655-Menon1] have attempted to identify shared susceptibility pathways with other autoimmune diseases.

In the current study we have used a similar methodology to Menon and Farina [@pone.0057655-Menon1] to determine the shared genetic architecture of MS susceptibility, severity and IFN-ß response. We hypothesised that genes/pathways associated with these traits interact collectively to produce the complex and heterogeneous clinical outcome usually seen in MS. On this basis, we proposed that genes/pathways common to two or more phenotypes would be of particular relevance. We thus constructed individual MS susceptibility, severity and IFN-ß response genetic interactomes and identified common interactors in a pairwise fashion. We then prioritised common interactors based on their frequency, and carried out pathway enrichment analyses to highlight functional pathways shared between these traits. Furthermore, we compiled a list of candidate genes likely to interact with or be modulated by MS drugs which have a well understood mechanism of action and aimed to determine common points of interaction in their signalling pathways. Therefore by tackling the question from all angles (GWAS data, functional significance and genes interacting with MS drugs), we aimed to highlight genes which are most likely to be important in modulating the course of MS.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Genome-wide Association Data {#s2a}
----------------------------

GWAS relating to MS susceptibility (n = 11) [@pone.0057655-InternationalMultipleSclerosisGenetics1]--[@pone.0057655-The2], MS severity (n = 2) [@pone.0057655-Baranzini1], [@pone.0057655-InternationalMultipleSclerosisGenetics2] and IFN-ß response in MS patients (n = 2) [@pone.0057655-Byun1], [@pone.0057655-Comabella1] were identified using the GWAS Catalog [@pone.0057655-Hindorff1] (October 2011 version). This catalog is a comprehensive online resource of association data from published GWAS and related meta-analyses meeting the database inclusion criteria (p-value \<1.0×10^−5^). Data relevant to both MS susceptibility and severity was obtained directly from the database. Since the results of the 2 GWAS investigating variable response to IFN-ß therapy in MS patients did not meet the stringent statistical significance threshold in the catalog, no genes were listed in the database. However, for the purpose of this study, we sought to prioritise the genes most likely to be associated with IFN-ß response. As such, genes with p-values less than 0.05 in the validation phase were obtained directly from the 2 pharmacogenomics publications. An overview of the studies is given in [Table 1](#pone-0057655-t001){ref-type="table"} ([Table S1](#pone.0057655.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0057655.t001

###### Overview of GWA studies investigated in this analysis.

![](pone.0057655.t001){#pone-0057655-t001-1}

  GWAS Study type                No. of GWAS investigated   GWAS-genes   First degree interactors
  ----------------------------- -------------------------- ------------ --------------------------
  MS Susceptibility                         11                  94                 897
  MS Severity                               2                   21                 457
  Response to IFN-ß treatment               2                   19                 138

Interactome Analysis {#s2b}
--------------------

To investigate the biological interactions and associations of these GWAS-genes from the aforementioned studies, we used VisANT [@pone.0057655-Hu1], an online tool that allows visualisation, exploration and analysis of gene interactions. It derives interaction data either directly from the literature, or by aligning information from various other interaction databases such as Biogrid, the molecular INTeraction database (MINT), the biomolecular interaction network database (BIND), and Munich information centre for protein sequences (MIPS). Using VisANT, we assembled a list of first degree interactors for GWAS-genes from each category; susceptibility, severity and IFN-ß response ([Table S2](#pone.0057655.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To investigate the relationships between MS susceptibility, severity and IFN-ß response modifying genes we performed shared comparative interactome analysis between these 3 phenotype categories in a pairwise fashion using methodology similar to Menon and Farina [@pone.0057655-Menon1] (see [Table S3](#pone.0057655.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). The statistical significance of the number of shared first degree interactors between any 2 categories was assessed using p-values from a hypergeometric test, which objectively reflect the probability of obtaining the observed or greater number of shared first degree interactors given the common pool of genes under the assumption of no underlying biological mechanism. The test is equivalent to the one-sided Fisher's test applied to information arranged in a 2×2 contingency table [@pone.0057655-Rivals1] ([Table S4](#pone.0057655.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The key entry of the table quantifies the observed numbers of shared first degree interactors between each pair of phenotypes that can be obtained from [Figure 1](#pone-0057655-g001){ref-type="fig"}. The corresponding p-value is the probability of obtaining the observed or greater number of first degree interactors belonging to both phenotype 1 and phenotype 2 related sets of first degree interactors, under the null hypothesis of no underlying biological mechanism. Following from this, smaller p-values correspond to stronger evidence against the null hypothesis, thus pointing towards the presence of an underlying biological mechanism.

![Number of shared first degree interactors between each of the three GWAS phenotype categories.](pone.0057655.g001){#pone-0057655-g001}

The paired normalisation factor and interactor score for each phenotype pair were also determined as described previously [@pone.0057655-Menon1]. Specific to this study, the VisANT interaction ratio and total number of listed interactions for Homo sapiens were 10.64 and 153,297, respectively (October 2011 version). As such, the total number of genes was calculated as 14,407. Details of statistical calculations are given in [Table S4](#pone.0057655.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Further, to identify common interactors of functional relevance, we prioritized these genes based on their frequencies. Details of these common interactors and frequencies of their interaction between any 2 MS related interactomes are given in [Table S5](#pone.0057655.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Pathway Enrichment Analysis {#s2c}
---------------------------

To elucidate biological networks or pathways most relevant to these common interactors, we performed pathway enrichment analysis using an online tool, ToppGene Suite [@pone.0057655-Chen1]. ToppGene aids in the identification and prioritization of novel disease candidate genes in the interactome based on functional annotations. For our pathway enrichment analysis, the following default test parameters were used 1) Random sampling size: 1500 (6% of genome); 2) Minimum feature count: 2; 3) Correction: Bonferroni; and 4) Nominal significance level: 5%. Genes which were not identified by ToppGene Suite were removed from further analysis. (For details, see [Table S6](#pone.0057655.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

From the list of pathways generated by ToppGene Suite, we classified them based on Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database's functional hierarchy schema [@pone.0057655-Kanehisa1] according to their major functions. Combined p-values were calculated for pathways common between categories using Fisher's method [@pone.0057655-Mosteller1]. Additionally, to identify shared pathways among the 3 MS related Phenotypes, a comparative analysis was performed ([Table S7](#pone.0057655.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Reclassification of pathways based on the database was performed to determine the statistical significance and ranks of the overlapping pathways from each distinct database using a hypergeometric test ([Table S8](#pone.0057655.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The MS Pharmacogenomic Interactome {#s2d}
----------------------------------

A search of the literature revealed 7 MS immunomodulatory drugs with reasonably well understood molecular targets/effects. A list of 29 unique candidate genes which encode molecules that directly interact with or are thought to be modulated by these 7 drugs was compiled ([Table S9](#pone.0057655.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using VisANT, we derived a list of first degree interactors for these 29 candidate genes ([Table S9](#pone.0057655.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and identified those shared by more than one drug category. In an effort to determine points of convergence between the 29 genes and their interactors (first degree and beyond), we used VisANT to visualise the extended gene-gene interactions. Although IFN-ß is known to bind to the interferon type I receptor, we excluded this drug from this second part of the analysis as we had already prioritised response genes/pathways in the first stage of the study. Interferon is also known to alter the expression of hundreds of genes and this would have 'drowned out' data relating to other drugs when processed in VisANT.

Results {#s3}
=======

Constructing the Interactome for MS Susceptibility, MS Severity and IFN-ß Response GWAS {#s3a}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 15 published GWAS within the 3 phenotype categories; MS susceptibility, MS severity and IFN-ß response, were identified from the GWAS catalog. A total of 134 genes were identified as associated with these traits, with some overlap. The MS susceptibility GWAS identified 94 genes -- the highest number, whereas studies examining MS severity and IFN-ß response identified 21 and 19 genes, respectively ([Table 1](#pone-0057655-t001){ref-type="table"}). Using VisANT, we then determined the first degree interactors for each of the 3 gene sets. The 94 MS susceptibility genes interacted with a total of 897 first degree interactors, whereas the 21 MS severity and 19 IFN-ß response genes interacted with 457 and 138 first degree interactors, respectively. A list of all genes and their interactors is given in [Table S2](#pone.0057655.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Pairwise Analysis {#s3b}
-----------------

Having derived a list of first degree interactors for each category, we then proceeded to determine the extent of overlap between these interactors for each of the 3 MS phenotype categories in a pairwise manner. The results of this analysis indicated that genes associated with susceptibility and severity shared the highest number of interactors, with 160 first degree interactors in common. The susceptibility - IFN-ß response pair shared 48 first degree interactors, while severity - IFN-ß response pair shared only 17 first degree interactors ([Figure 1](#pone-0057655-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, 10 genes *ABL1, GRB2, INPP5D, KIF1B, PIK3R1, PLCG1, PRKCD, SRC, TUBA1A* and *TUBA4A* were shared between all 3 GWAS categories ([Table S3](#pone.0057655.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In order to determine the significance of these results, a hypergeometric test was applied to each of the paired categories ([Table S4](#pone.0057655.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The susceptibility - severity pair, which had 160 common first degree interacting genes, showed the strongest evidence of statistical significance (p-value = 1.34×10^−79^), followed by the susceptibility - IFN-ß response pair (p-value = 6.89×10^−24^), and then the severity - IFN-ß response pair (p-value = 1.74×10^−6^). Interactor scores were calculated with the intention of eliminating a bias due to varying numbers of studies, generating varying number of interactors and interactions for each gene ([Figure 2](#pone-0057655-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Statistical significance (p-value and interactor score) of shared first degree interactors between paired phenotype categories.](pone.0057655.g002){#pone-0057655-g002}

The highest normalized interactor score of 8.75 was obtained for the susceptibility - IFN-ß response pair, indicating a stronger degree of association than might have been perceived based on the raw p-values. The severity - IFN-ß response pair had an interactor score of 3.06, while the susceptibility - severity pair had the lowest score of 2.83.

Prioritisation of Prominent Individual Interactors Based on Frequency {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Given the large number of common interactors for each paired analysis, we attempted to prioritise those most likely to be of functional relevance by determining the frequency with which they interacted with GWAS-genes within each category, and used this to rank them within the paired analyses ([Table S5](#pone.0057655.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, *UBC*, which codes for ubiquitin C, was a common interactor with 13 susceptibility and 2 severity genes, making it the highest ranked interactor for the susceptibility-severity pair. Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase regulatory subunit alpha (*PIK3R1)* was ranked second, interacting with 8 susceptibility genes and 2 severity genes. In the susceptibility - IFN-ß response comparison, *GRB2* which codes for growth factor receptor-bound protein 2, was the most commonly encountered gene interacting with 11 susceptibility genes and 2 IFN-ß response genes. *FYN* and *PIK3R1* were next highly ranked for this pair, both interacting with 8 susceptibility genes and 2 IFN-ß response associated genes. Finally, among the severity - IFN-ß response pair, *PIK3R1* was again top ranked along with v-src sarcoma (Schmidt-Ruppin A-2) viral oncogene homolog (*SRC)*. Both of these genes interacted with 2 IFN-ß response genes and 2 severity genes.

Pathway Enrichment Analysis {#s3d}
---------------------------

In order to investigate the common signalling pathways and the biological functions of the first degree interactors for each gene set, we performed pathway enrichment analysis using ToppGene Suite. Using the default settings, we identified significant pathways enriched by the first degree interactors for each gene set. As ToppGene Suite did not identify some of the genes ([Table S6](#pone.0057655.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), only 871 interactors from MS susceptibility GWAS, 419 interactors from MS severity GWAS, and 134 interactors from IFN-ß response GWAS were used for further analysis. The results of the ToppGene pathway analysis were derived from 8 different databases namely, KEGG pathway, BioCarta, Reactome, Signalling Gateway, NCI-Nature Curated, PantherDB, Signalling Transduction KE, and Pathway Ontology. The susceptibility interactors were involved in 258 pathways, while the severity and IFN-ß response interactors were involved in 146 and 125 pathways, respectively ([Table S6](#pone.0057655.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We then determined pathways shared between the 3 phenotype categories. Pairwise comparisons showed that susceptibility - severity interactomes had the highest number of shared pathways, with a total of 80 pathways common between them, while susceptibility - IFN-ß response interactomes and severity - IFN-ß response interactomes had 65 and 54 common pathways, respectively. Overall, 41 pathways were shared between all 3 phenotype categories ([Figure 3](#pone-0057655-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Details of the common pathways and the databases from which they were derived are given in [Table S7](#pone.0057655.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Number of shared pathways relating to the interactomes of the three GWAS phenotype categories.](pone.0057655.g003){#pone-0057655-g003}

The common pathways were then classified and tabulated according to their functions and source database. Details of the pathways, their biological functions and statistical significance in terms of combined p-values are presented in [Table S10](#pone.0057655.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Of the 117 common pathways shared between 2 or more interactomes, a total of 30 pathways had combined p-values of \<1.00×10^−16^ and are highlighted in [Table S10](#pone.0057655.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

A total of 23 pathways were involved in *Signalling molecules and interaction*. In this class, the most significant shared signalling pathways were those mediated by *CXCR4, stem cell factor receptor (c-Kit), scatter factor/hepatocyte growth factor,* two *IL2* related, and *IL6* pathways. These 6 pathways were shared among all 3 phenotype categories.

In the *Signal transduction* class, 23 statistically significant shared pathways were identified. The 2 most significant among them were the *ErbB* and *Jak-STAT signalling pathways*. The *ErbB signalling pathway* was shared between all 3 phenotype categories, whereas the *Jak-STAT signalling pathway* was shared between the susceptibility and IFN-ß response categories only.

Twenty-two statistically significant common pathways were related to *Cell growth and death*, among which the 9 most significant common pathways were related to signalling mediated by *EGF* (3 databases), *ERbB, PDGFR, FGF*, *hepatocyte growth factor* (2 databases), and also *apoptosis signalling*. These were, for the most part, shared between all 3 phenotype categories with the exception of *apoptosis, FGF,* and *Hepatocyte growth factor receptor* (1 database) *signalling* which were shared by MS susceptibility and MS severity categories.

In the *Immune system* category, 19 pathways were shared between 2 or more phenotype categories. *TCR signalling in naïve CD4+ T cells, T cell activation, FoxO family signalling* and *Fc-epsilon receptor I signalling in mast cells* were among the most statistically significant common pathways between MS susceptibility and severity. The *Toll-like receptor signalling pathway* was highlighted as one of the most significant pathways common to both MS susceptibility and IFN-ß response. Among the 8 pathways that were part of the *Endocrine system*, the *EPO signalling pathway* was the most significant and was shared between all 3 phenotype categories.

There were 5 statistically significant pathways in the *Cancer* category. The most significant of these were *pathways in cancer, colorectal cancer* and *chronic myeloid leukaemia*, which were common to all 3 phenotypes.

Four significant common pathways were identified in each of the following categories: *Infectious diseases*, *Cell communication*, and *Cell development*. In the *Infectious diseases* class, *NFkB activation by nontypeable Hemophilus influenzae* was the most significant pathway (p-value = 3.33×10^−16^) and was shared amongst susceptibility and IFN-ß response categories. Signalling *events mediated by PTP1B* was the most significant pathway in the *Cell communication* class which was shared between susceptibility and IFN-ß response categories. In the *Development* category, there were 2 particularly notable pathways. *Keratinocyte differentiation* was common between the susceptibility and severity categories, while the *Angiogenesis* pathway was shared between the severity and IFN-ß response categories.

Three statistically significant common pathways were related to the *Nervous system.* Of these, the most significant was *Genes involved in signalling by NGF,* which was shared amongst all 3 phenotype categories. Finally, 2 shared pathways were classified under *Neurodegenerative diseases.* The *Parkinson's disease* pathway, which was shared amongst MS susceptibility and severity categories, was the most significant (p-value = 2.06×10^−7^).

In order to quantify the significance of the pathway overlap, we again performed a pairwise analysis of the phenotype categories using a hypergeometric test. The results of this analysis, performed using the data for each of the 8 individual databases, are tabulated in [Table S8](#pone.0057655.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The overlaps were ranked from 1 through 3 based on corresponding p-values.

The severity - IFN-ß response pair had the most significant pathway overlaps for KEGG, Reactome and NCI-Nature Curated databases (p-values of 4.82×10^−8^, 3.86×10^−4^ and 1.59×10^−5^ respectively). Interestingly, only BioCarta and PantherDB databases ranked the pathways common between susceptibility and severity as most significant (p-values of 2.70×10^−8^ and 1.28×10^−5^ respectively). Pathway Ontology database ranked the susceptibility - IFN-ß response pair as most significant in terms of pathway overlaps (p-values of 2.37×10^−6^).

Convergent Pathways of MS Drugs {#s3e}
-------------------------------

We were also interested to determine if targeted MS immunomodulatory treatments with well-defined molecular interactions might have common interactors in their signalling networks. Such common interactors might be putative novel drug targets. A literature search was conducted to determine, firstly, drugs with defined targets, and secondly, a list of protein molecules thought to directly interact with or be modulated by each drug. In total, 7 drugs were identified, namely alemtuzumab, cladribine, fingolimod, mitoxantrone, natalizumab, ocrelizumab and teriflunomide which are either in development, licensed or were previously licensed but taken off label. In some instances, one drug was a representative of a class of drugs with the same molecular target (ocrelizumab representing the CD20 antagonists). The list of drugs and interacting proteins is provided in [Table S9](#pone.0057655.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

We then used VisANT to determine the first degree interactors for the genes encoding these 29 molecules. Five genes (*CD52, NT5C1A, SLC28A2, SLC28A* and *SLC29A2*) did not have any first degree interactors and were excluded from further analysis. Of the remaining 24 genes, we then determined first degree interactors which were common between multiple drugs. There were 26 first degree interactors associated with 2 or more of the aforementioned 7 MS drugs. Details of the VisANT output and drug sets with common interactors are given in [Table S9](#pone.0057655.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Of note, the most common shared first degree interactor, *FYN* interacts with pathways modulated by 4 drugs, alemtuzumab and cladribine (*CASP3*), fingolimod (*SPHK1* and *SPHK2*) and ocrelizumab (*MS4A1*).

We then used VisANT to visualise the points of convergence in the extended drug modulating/modulated pathways, i.e. beyond first degree interactors. [Figure 4](#pone-0057655-g004){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the complex network of these gene-gene interactions with the primary drug modulating/modulated genes (large blue circles) on the periphery and common interactors (small red circles) in the centre.

![Primary "drug modulated/modulating" genes (large blue circles) and their extended common interactors (small red circles).\
'+' on each gene (node) indicates that the gene's linkages are suppressed and '−' indicates all linkages of the gene have been shown. The different coloured interaction between genes represents various biological processes that identified the interactions. Every line (edge) connecting each gene pair represents an interaction. The colour of the line specifies the experimental method used to identify that interaction. For example, "black" coloured line connecting genes *ITGAV* and *FN* represents the *transcriptional upregulation* method. If an interaction is identified by several different biological methods, then the line will be coloured in segments with corresponding colours for each methods. For example 5 different colours indicated in line connecting genes *ITGAV* and *ITGB1* represent 5 biological methods used for identification of this interaction i.e. *in vivo, inferred by curator, affinity chromatography, co- immunoprecipitation* and *pull down* method.](pone.0057655.g004){#pone-0057655-g004}

*UBC*, which is involved in many critical processes, such as activation of protein kinases and signalling, was identified as the greatest point of convergence within this network with 18 interactions. It is a first degree interactor of primary drug modulating/modulated genes associated with mitoxantrone *(TOP2A, ABCG2)* and teriflunomide *(ABCG2),* and is additionally a second degree interactor of genes associated with alemtuzumab *(CASP3, CNTF* and *BDNF),* cladribine *(CASP3, RRM1* and *RRMB2)* ocrelizumab (*MS4A1*), fingolimod (*S1P1*, *SPHK1* and SPHK2), mitoxantrone (*TOP2B*) and natalizumab (*ITGA4*, *FN* and *OPN*).

In the interaction network, *CASP3* which had a total of 10 interactions, was observed to be one of the primary drug modulated/modulating genes, in relation to both alemtuzumab and cladribine. Of particular interest, it is also a second degree interactor of the actual molecular targets of fingolimod *(S1P)*, mitoxantrone (*TOP2B, TOP2A*), natalizumab (*ITGA4*) and ocrelizumab (*MS4A1*).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Systems biology based approaches exploring genetic pathways and networks offer insights into the pathogenesis of complex diseases at the cellular level and may aid in the identification of novel drug targets. Whereas shared GWAS genes such as *GPC5,* which is both a susceptibility [@pone.0057655-Baranzini1], [@pone.0057655-Cavanillas1] and response modifying [@pone.0057655-Byun1], [@pone.0057655-Cnit1] gene, is relatively obvious, we were more interested in the extended interaction between networks related to various MS traits. In this study using the systems biology based approach, we utilised published GWAS data investigating 3 MS related phenotypes - susceptibility, severity and pharmacogenomic IFN-ß response - to explore and mine common interactomes and functional pathways between the 3 phenotypes. Following this we explored interactions between candidate genes, either affected by or effectors of MS medications and how these interactions fit within the underlying GWAS data.

Results of the pairwise analysis indicated a substantial overlap of the MS susceptibility, severity and IFN-ß response interactomes. The raw data suggested greatest sharing between the susceptibility - severity pair, and least between the severity - IFN-ß response pair, and this trend was later observed for the pathway analysis. This is somewhat distorted by the large number of susceptibility studies relative to severity and IFN-ß response studies (susceptibility, n = 11; severity, n = 2; IFN-ß response, n = 2). By calculating normalised interactor scores we were able to show that, based on the evidence available to date, the greatest degree of sharing actually occurs between the susceptibility and IFN-ß response interactomes. This finding should be interpreted with caution until additional evidence better covering the latter two phenotypes becomes available. We identified 10 first degree interactors common to all 3 phenotypes. The overlap of these first degree interactors highlights the importance of genetic interaction among genes and their pathways influencing determinants of MS susceptibility, disease severity and IFN-ß response. Indeed, the biological functions, cellular pathways and regulatory mechanisms of the proteins encoded by these genes in the nervous and immune systems have been previously documented. It has been demonstrated that mice deficient of ABL1 have impaired development and responsiveness of T cells and B cells [@pone.0057655-Silberman1], [@pone.0057655-Brightbill1]. SHIP-1 encoded by *INPP5D* was found to be critical for normal Th17 cell development and known to play a key role in the reciprocal regulation of regulatory T cells and Th17 cells [@pone.0057655-Locke1]. *INPP5D*, involved in signal transduction was found to be significantly upregulated as a consequence of disease development in EAE mice, the animal model of MS when compared to healthy mice (mean-fold change = 15.0, p-value \<0.01) [@pone.0057655-Matejuk1]. Additionally, in an *in silico* study of MS lesion-specific proteins, *INPP5D* was suggested to be a part of gene network associated with chronic active MS plaques [@pone.0057655-Satoh1]. A member of the kinesin superfamily, Kif1b, is critical for intracellular transport, an essential process for neuronal morphogenesis, function and survival. Kif1b is also required in localization of myelin mRNA to oligodendrocyte processes for myelin biogenesis [@pone.0057655-Lyons1]. Protein kinase C delta (PRKCD) is an oxidative stress-sensitive kinase which functions as a key mediator in apoptotic cell death in various cell types including neuronal cells [@pone.0057655-Jin1]. Thus, PRKCD's role in mediation and promotion of apoptotic cell death is considered to be critical in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative disorders, such as Parkinson's disease [@pone.0057655-Kaul1].

Proteins encoded by *GRB2, PIK3R1, PLCG1* are key players in a major signal-transduction pathway mediated by brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). Genetic analyses of polymorphisms in the *BDNF* gene region have generated inconclusive associations in terms of both MS susceptibility and severity [@pone.0057655-Mero1]--[@pone.0057655-MirowskaGuzel1]. Several studies have evaluated the possible role of IFN-ß in modulating BDNF production in MS patients. Higher levels of BDNF have been observed in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of IFN-ß-treated MS patients compared to non-treated patients [@pone.0057655-Lalive1], [@pone.0057655-Yoshimura1]. Additionally, with glatiramer acetate (GA) treatment, higher levels of BDNF were observed only in responders. It was suggested that these elevated levels of BDNF in GA responders were associated with regulation of peripheral T cells [@pone.0057655-Blanco2], [@pone.0057655-Blanchette1]. The biological functions of the genes identified by our computational analyses seem to substantiate the potential relevance of our findings.

Prioritisation of common genes in the paired analysis based on their frequency again identified *PIK3R1* which was the only first degree interactor shared among all 3 phenotypes. *UBC,* which had a total of 15 connections with MS susceptibility and severity genes, was the most well connected gene in the MS drugs-gene network (see further discussion below). *UBC* is known to be involved in various critical processes in the CNS [@pone.0057655-Mabb1]. *FYN* was specifically found to be a frequent and unique interactor in the susceptibility - IFN-ß response pair. Fyn, a member of the Src kinase family, is known to be a key regulator of multiple downstream signalling pathways leading to differentiation of oligodendrocytes, the myelinating cells of the CNS [@pone.0057655-Seiwa1]--[@pone.0057655-KrmerAlbers1]. Fyn kinase is also found to play an important role in the production and regulation of cytokines [@pone.0057655-Gomez1] and is known to have a significant role in the immune system modulating the balance between highly specialized Th17 cell and regulatory T (Treg) cells [@pone.0057655-Ueda1]. It is now well established that, autoimmune diseases, including MS, are associated with increased levels of Th17 cells and decreased levels of Treg cells [@pone.0057655-Jger1].

Pathway analysis of the first degree interactors indicated 41 pathways common to 2 or more phenotypes, suggesting a plausible link between these different aspects of the disease. Interestingly, most of the statistically noticeable common pathways identified by the pairwise analysis ([Table S6](#pone.0057655.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) activate the following critical signal transduction pathways: the MAPKs pathways, PI3-k signalling pathway, JAK-STAT signalling pathway, PLC-Gamma and SRC pathways. Not surprisingly, JAK-STAT signalling was one of the most significantly shared pathways between susceptibility and IFN-ß response. It was also of interest that IL-7 signal transduction was highlighted for this phenotype pair since IL-7 production has been implicated in functional studies as a determinant of IFN-ß response [@pone.0057655-Lee1].

With our group's specific interest in pharmacogenomics, we were particularly keen to identify the most likely genes/pathways involved in IFN-ß response and other MS treatments. By finding common first degree interactors and points of convergence in the extended networks of treatments with well understood mechanisms of action, we hoped to identify commonalties which may be potential drug targets. *FYN* was the most common first degree interactor in the drug network. This was particularly interesting since *FYN* was also a frequent and unique first degree interactor between IFN-ß response and susceptibility in the first stage of the analysis. Furthermore, given the functional relevance of this protein (as described above) we believe *FYN* is a good candidate for further investigation as a modulator of disease activity in MS. Some other functionally interesting but less common first degree interactors included paxillin (*PXN*) which is believed to play a critical role in oligodendrocyte differentiation and ultimately regulation of myelination [@pone.0057655-Miyamoto1], AKT1 which also plays a role in processes such as regulation of neuronal differentiation and survival [@pone.0057655-Vojtek1], and Lyn which has immunoregulatory functions [@pone.0057655-Ingley1]. *LYN* was also a common interactor between susceptibility and IFN-ß response interactomes. *MYC* was a common first degree interactor for 3 drugs (cladribine, mitoxantrone, natalizumab) and was noted to be an interactor in the susceptibility- IFN-ß response paired analysis. A subset of common first degree interactors of drugs were also highlighted in the shared susceptibility- severity analysis: *SPP1*, *PRKDC*, *HSPD1*, *YWHAE*, *CTNNB1*, *ESR1*, *TP53* and *UBC*.

In the convergent pathways analysis of MS drugs, *UBC* and *CASP3* were the 2 genes with the most number of connections. Ubiquitin, a highly conserved protein, is known to play a critical role as a signalling molecule in various proteolytic and non-proteolytic pathways. Along with UBB, UBA52 and UBA80, UBC maintains the ubiquitin homeostasis, a critical factor in the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS). UPS is responsible for the degradation of irreversibly damaged and misfolded proteins. Along with this critical housekeeping role, UPS is also responsible for regulation of various protein functions via ubiquitination [@pone.0057655-Baptista1]. In a recent study, significantly elevated levels of plasma ubiquitin and proteasome enzymatic activities (encompassing of chymotrypsin-like (Ch-L), trypsin-like (Tr-L) and caspase-like activity) were found in pre IFN-ß treated MS patients compared to healthy controls (p-value \<0.01). Also, the UPS enzymatic activities were significantly higher pre IFN-ß treatment in these patients (p-value \<0.0001) compared to post treatment. The authors proposed that the inhibition of the UPS system through IFN-ß therapy improved the clinical course of MS [@pone.0057655-Minagar1]. However, we did not identify *UBC* as a common first degree interactor in our analysis of the IFN-ß interactome with susceptibility and/or severity interactomes.

The pharmacological actions of both alemtuzumab and cladribine seem to involve the activation of CASP-3, a member of the cysteine-aspartic acid protease (caspase) family which is the second most connected gene in the convergent pathways analysis. Sequential activation of caspase proteins regulates various critical functions including cell survival, proliferation, differentiation and particularly apoptosis [@pone.0057655-Lamkanfi1]. Uncontrolled cell proliferation or apoptosis have been implicated in the pathogenesis of various cancers and autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus [@pone.0057655-Lorenz1]. Apoptotic loss of neurons has been reported in cortical MS lesions and in rat model of MS [@pone.0057655-Peterson1], [@pone.0057655-Meyer1]. O'Doherty and colleagues analysed 61 relevant SNPs in 155 responding and 100 non-responding Irish MS patients and found a *JAK2--IL10--CASP3* allelic combination to be predictive of response status (p-value = 4.0×10^−4^) [@pone.0057655-ODoherty1]. In the first stage of our analysis, *CASP3* was a common interactor in the severity- IFN-ß response pair but not in the susceptibility- IFN-ß response analysis.

The aim of this study was to primarily determine the shared genes/pathways between 3 MS related characteristics: susceptibility, severity, and IFN-ß response. We hypothesised that these traits must intertwine at a biological level, and thus those overlapping genes/pathways would be the most functionally relevant. To date, only the data from susceptibility studies has been sufficiently powered and extensively validated, and this is a major limitation of our analysis. However, we believe that by using this robust susceptibility data our study has been able to tease out the most likely genes/pathways influencing severity and/or IFN-ß response. A further caveat of this study is that current IFN- ß response criteria may incidentally capture patients with a less/more aggressive disease course. On this basis, it is difficult to determine whether shared genes/pathways in the response/severity interactomes are indeed common, or if they are all MS severity related genes/pathways with other distinct IFN- ß interactors representing true response modulators. Additionally, results related to this phenotype pair are not underpinned by the adequately powered/validated susceptibility data.

Our investigation of MS related GWAS-genes, their first degree interactors and related functional pathways led to the identification of genes and pathways that are highly plausible candidates as MS biomarkers and/or therapeutic targets. We identified 10 interactors common to all three MS phenotypes -- *ABL1*, *GRB2*, *INPP5D*, *KIF1B*, *PIK3R1*, *PLCG1*, *PRKCD*, *SRC*, *TUBA1A* and *TUBA4A*, and identified a number of common genes in drug signalling pathways. *FYN*, in particular, is an appealing candidate for further investigation due to its frequency in our drugs network, presence in the susceptibility - IFN-ß response shared interactome, and its functional relevance in MS. Thus, by utilizing the wealth of information generated by GWAS and employing such complementary systems-based analyses, it is plausible to identify the underlying biological themes driving the various disease traits in a complex disease like MS. Appropriate follow-up studies are needed to further investigate and validate the role of the genes and pathways identified in this study with respect to various disease processes in MS.
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